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About This Game

This is the story of Zipple, a frog warrior who must collect the objects scattered in his world of mazes and then bring them into
the homes of her village.

To pass each level you have to transport a certain number of objects (scattered in the maze) in the houses of the village. All that
by running, jumping and killing enemies.

There are various types of enemies of various species, and there are movable obstacles and bonuses falling from the sky. You
can also kill enemies by jumping on them.

VERY IMPORTANT:
When you run you activate the God Mode which can kill enemies, but you can not shoot.

If a magic item falls into the void, it will be Game Over!
To catch the "magic boxes" just touch it to activate the elastic to the protagonist; then you have to drag these objects (with the

label "TAKE") in the houses of the village (label "HOME").
The tents with label "DANGER" are the enemy bases.

Features:

3D dungeon maps! - Each maze is in 3D with ramps, descents and random climbs.

Enemies - Enemies follow the main character by moving and jumping. There are four enemy types, with different
characteristics and speed.

Obstacles - With advancing levels will appear obstacles (rocks, etc.) which will hinder the journey of the protagonist. These
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obstacles can be moved and placed wherever you want. Bonuses are obstacles that can kill enemies with a magical aura.
Unlimited levels - The game is practically infinite, the number of levels is unlimited and therefore the real challenge is to make

as many points as possible to become a legend.

Multiple game modes - You can select various game options, including the camera, game difficulty levels, the number of
enemies and their speed. All this to offer an even richer gameplay.

Full game statistics - The game saves the complete statistics of the game in progress, including the score, time played, enemies
destroyed, blocks filled, jumps, levels completed, levels failed etc. In this way, lovers of statistics will have even more pleasure

in playing.

Full game rankings - The game will store up to 100 high scores with its partial statistics. This will make real the challenge to
become a legend !!

Full procedural generation, exploration and discovery - Each level is generated procedurally with the algorithm of construction
of random ‘Dungeon’. Even the main character, enemies, blocks and everything are placed and constructed randomly. In this

way, the game is always unpredictable and dynamics are always unknown.

Fight and strategy - In each level there are the bases from which the enemies will appear. These enemies will follow you to kill
you. This way to overcome the levels you’ll also face fierce fighting from enemy waves.

Incremental difficulty - With the advancement in the levels, these become ever larger and increasingly difficult mazes. It also
increases the number of enemies and the number of blocks present and to save. In this way, with the advancement in the game

becomes more difficult and challenging to become a
legend!
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zippel world

I played through to completion. I bought the game for $2. I would rather have the $2.

You can find this game as a browser ap for $0 if you want to try it out. You will find in 20 minutes that you have seen the entire
game. To reach the end you either have to 1) Grind like crazy playing the same levels over-and-over. 2) Jiggle the bits in ram to
skip the grind. Even if you opt for option 2 like I did you will still find the game is a dull grind fest.. I wish there were more
interactable objects to pick up but apart from that this was a fun little experience!
. While it is early access so there isn't a whole lot to do yet, what there is so far is great and feels wondefully 40K. The devs are
also updating frequently and adressing community feedback so the future looks bright.
If you're interested definitely pick it up,. I wish they made more platinum skins like this. <\/3

Still 10\/10.. very nice game. I like the game, But it has a huge amount of bugs. So much so I cant progress in the game. If I save
the game then load it up my city is hit with a huge amount of crime all at once and the most of my officers are out of action for
the next 10 mins and thats just the start of the bugs. It feels like an alpha... not even a beta.
Maybe sort the bugs out and I will recommend it, but not until.

(UPDATED) 14th September - BUGS FIXED!. this is good parody of donald trump and paper mario in the game you play as
donalad trump and fight fake news and that is just the first level to get the full game you must buy it
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Really solid game overall. I play a lot of platforming games and this is just as enjoyable as most of them. No, the controls aren't
on par with super meatboy, but they're far from what I would consider an issue with the game. There are however a couple
things that I find slightly annoying. Battlebards voice seems to be much louder than the other characters, which is unfortunate as
the voice acting for the other characters is much more well done in my opinion. My only other complaint is the hitboxes on
some enemies are somewhat ridiculous, and when trying to jump on an enemies head if you're off even slightly, you're going to
die. The difficulty level has been pretty decent so far, nothing too crazy..but still difficult enough to make a me a little irritated
in some areas. With a little more work this could truly be a great game, and I look forward to completing it.. This is a classic
HOG (Hidden object game). Some stuff was VERY well hidden but the hints were helpful. The quest aspect was kinda cute too.
I tend to like HOGs sothis was okay. It was good fun and didn't take too long to beat.

Don't get it at full price though. Getting this on a sale is your best bet.

Overall, average but okay. Something to play on a lazy afternoon when you wanna play something quick and to completion. 2.5\/
5 for me.. I rip the skin. played one game, complete trash.. T.I.T.T.I.E.SSSSSSS
its hard but fun and distracting exitement at the same time. This must be the Best $6 game sold for $15 this year! if you screw
up the mechanics story runs out before the game ends?
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